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Heterogeneous materials are widely used in structural
components due to their capabilities of exhibiting designated
in-plane stiffness, bending stiffness, ultimate strength, or thermal
expansion coefﬁcient. When they are deformed to certain extents
at high temperatures, their constituents often exhibit elasto-
viscoplastic behaviors. It is challenging to evaluate theirmechanical
responses because their deformations are often accompanied by
material nonlinearity, history dependency, and rate dependency.
Moreover, it is difﬁcult and time consuming to manufacture a great
amount of specimens and to perform various tests on them, while it
is computationally prohibitive to analyze them with all the micro-
structural details because the dimensions of the macroscopic struc-
tures are usually several orders of magnitude greater than the
heterogeneity length scale. Therefore, it is of great practical value
to solve such problems using a micromechanics approach.
In recent decades, numerous efforts have been devoted to
micromechanics. A micromechanics approach generally consists
of the following steps (Yu and Tang, 2007a):
1. Identify the unit cell (UC) of a heterogeneous material.2. Compute the effective material properties through the constitu-
tive modeling of the UC.
3. Assign these properties to the macroscopic structure and obtain
the global response.
4. Feedback the global response to the local scale and recover the
local ﬁelds (e.g., the displacement, strain, and stress ﬁelds).
If the deformation is restricted in the linearly elastic regime it is
history- and rate-independent. In this case, the effective material
properties remain constant all the time, and one just needs to per-
form the constitutive modeling. The micromechanics theories of
linearly elastic heterogeneous materials are well established. These
theories include the mean-ﬁeld homogenization (MFH) (Hill,
1965a; Mori and Tanaka, 1973), Hashin and Shtrikman’s varia-
tional approach (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963), the third-order
bounds (Milton, 1981), the method of cells (MOC) (Aboudi,
1981), the recursive cell method (Banerjee and Adams, 2004),
and the mathematical homogenization theories (MHT)
(Bensoussan et al., 1978; Murakami and Toledano, 1990), and some
others. If the deformation is extended to the viscoplastic regime, it
becomes history- and rate-dependent. In this case, there does not
exist a correspondence principal between the stress and strain
rates, and one must linearize the constitutive relations and
perform an incremental analysis.
MFH is among the most popular micromechanics approaches
and consists of two major approaches, i.e., the tangent and secant
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on a tangent linearization of the constitutive relations (Hill,
1965b; Lebensohn and TomT, 1993), while the secant approach is
based on a secant linearization (Berveiller and Zaoui, 1978;
Tandon and Weng, 1988; Suquet, 1995). Hutchinson (1976) ﬁrst
enabled Hill’s incremental approach to homogenize rigid-
viscoplastic polycrystals. Weng (1982) proposed a secant approach
to homogenizing elasto-viscoplastic polycrystals, in which the
inelastic strain is treated as a stress-free eigenstrain such that
the problem is transformed to an elastic one. Nemat-Nasser and
Obata (1986) later improved this approach by taking account into
ﬁnite deformation. These early approaches are unable to take
account into the viscoplastic interactions among different constit-
uents and tend to generate too stiff predictions.
Elaborate efforts have been devoted to overcoming these draw-
backs. Li and Weng (1998) improved the secant approach by trans-
forming the problem to a viscoelastic one, while Molinari et al.
(1987, 1997) improved the tangent approach by transforming the
problem to a thermoelastic one. Despite improvements, these
two approaches either require a two-phase heterogeneous mate-
rial or tend to underestimate the ﬂow stress. Masson and his
coworkers (Masson and Zaoui, 1999; Masson et al., 2000) proposed
an afﬁne approach, in which the constitutive relations are ﬁrst lin-
earized in the time domain and then transformed to the Laplace
domain such that the problem is transformed to a thermoelastic
one, and Pierard and his coworkers (Pierard and Doghri, 2006;
Pierard et al., 2007) later enabled this approach to handle two-
phase heterogeneous materials. Although the afﬁne approach is
capable of generating close predictions, it requires the inverse
Laplace transformation, which is computationally costly. To over-
come this drawback, Doghri et al. (2010) proposed an incremen-
tally afﬁne approach, in which the constitutive relations are
linearized in numerous discrete time intervals such that the
inverse Laplace transformation is avoided. Despite success, none
of the aforementioned approaches can either recover the local
ﬁelds or incorporate viscoplastic anisotropy and combined isotro-
pic–kinematic hardening. Therefore, there is a need for a more
powerful approach.
Numerous attempts have been made not only to linearize the
constitutive relations but also to recover the local ﬁelds. Aboudi
and his co-workers (Aboudi, 1982; Paley and Aboudi, 1992) devel-
oped the method of cells (MOC) and later the generalized method
of cells (GMC) to achieve this goal. A detailed review on these
approaches can be found in Adoudi (2004). The basic ideas of these
approaches include subdividing the UC into numerous cuboid sub-
cells, solving for the average strains and stresses over each subcell,
and estimating the local ﬁelds. Despite improvements, these
approaches suffer two major drawbacks: ﬁrst, discretizing the UC
using cuboid subcells may introduce considerable domain approx-
imation errors; second, approximating the local ﬁelds using the
average local strains and stresses may introduce considerable
approximation errors. In fact, it is always more accurate to discret-
ize the UC using a ﬁnite element mesh and to approximate the
local ﬁelds using shape functions and nodal values. To overcome
these drawbacks, Aboudi et al. (2002) developed the high ﬁdelity
generalized method of cells (HFGMC). Despite high accuracy,
HFGMC is found to be quite computationally costly (Williams
et al., 2007). All these lead one to seek for a more accurate and
efﬁcient approach.
In recent years, Yu and his co-workers (Yu and Tang, 2007a,b;
Tang and Yu, 2007, 2008a,b) developed the variational asymptotic
method for unit cell homogenization (VAMUCH). VAMUCH is a
general-purpose micromechanics code capable of predicting the
effective material properties and recovering the local ﬁelds. One
of its unique features is that it has the minimum number of
assumptions:1. The heterogeneous material can be homogenized.
2. The effective material properties of a UC are independent of the
geometry and boundary conditions of the macroscopic
structure.
These two assumptions place the fewest restrictions on problem
solving. Although VAMUCH seems as versatile as the traditional
ﬁnite element method (FEM), it is distinct to FEM at least in the fol-
lowing aspects:
1. VAMUCH is specially developed for the constitutive modeling,
while FEM is not, or to say, VAMUCH directly solves for the
constitutive relations, while FEM directly solves for the
displacements, strains, and stresses under certain load
conditions.
2. VAMUCH can model the UC using the smallest mathematical
building block, not necessarily a 3D volume, while FEM cannot
(e.g., VAMUCH can use 1D and 2D UCs to compute the complete
set of 3D properties of binary and ﬁber-reinforced composites,
respectively (Yu and Tang, 2007a), while FEM has to use 3D
UCs to achieve this).
3. VAMUCH solves for the ﬂuctuation functions (see Eq. (49)),
while FEM solves for the displacements.
4. VAMUCH deals with periodic boundary conditions, while FEM
mostly deals with displacement and traction boundary
conditions.
5. VAMUCH can obtain the complete set of effective material
properties through one analysis, while FEM cannot (e.g., for
linearly elastic materials, FEM has to run six times to do this
(Xia et al., 2003)).
The objective of this paper is to propose a micromechanics
approach enabling VAMUCH to homogenize elasto-viscoplastic
heterogeneous materials. An afﬁne formulation of the constitutive
relations for an elasto-viscoplastic constituent, which exhibits
viscoplastic anisotropy and combined isotropic–kinematic harden-
ing, is derived. The weak form of the problem is derived using an
asymptotic method, discretized using ﬁnite elements, and imple-
mented into VAMUCH. The new features of VAMUCH are validated
with examples such as homogenizing binary, ﬁber-reinforced, and
particle-reinforced composites.
2. Thermodynamic formulations
Consider a heterogeneous material of an identiﬁable UC. With-
out loss of generality, let its constituents all be elasto-viscoplastic.
Note that an elastic constituent can be treated as an elasto-visco-
plastic one with inﬁnite yield stress. In this section, some funda-
mentals of thermodynamics will be briefed.
Let w denote the Helmholtz free energy per unit mass of the
constituent. According to the theory of thermodynamics, w can
be expressed as a function of a suitable set of independent state
variables characterizing the elastic and viscoplastic behaviors of
the constituent, e.g.,
w ¼ w e;a; rð Þ; ð1Þ
where e denotes the elastic strain tensor, a is a second-order ten-
sor accounting for kinematic hardening, and r is a scalar accounting
for isotropic hardening. Assume that the constituent exhibits
uncoupled elastic and viscoplastic behaviors. In this case, w can be
decomposed into its elastic part, we, and its hardening part, wvp, i.e.,
w e;a; rð Þ ¼ we eð Þ þ wvp a; rð Þ: ð2Þ
The thermodynamic forces conjugate to the state variables in Eq. (1)
can be deﬁned as
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@e
¼ q @w
e
@e
; X ¼ q @w
@a
¼ q @w
vp
@a
; R ¼ @w
@r
¼ q @w
vp
@r
; ð3Þ
where r denotes the stress tensor, X denotes the back stress tenor, R
is related to the current yield stress, and q denotes the density of
the constituent.
If the deformation is isothermal, the Clausius–Duhem inequal-
ity writes
/ ¼ r : _ q _wP 0; ð4Þ
where / denotes the dissipation per unit volume, and the overdot
denotes the time derivative of the quantity. Note that the strain ten-
sor, , can be decomposed into its elastic and viscoplastic parts, i.e.,
 ¼ e þ vp: ð5Þ
Combining Eqs. (2)–(5) gives
/ ¼ r : _vp  X : _a R_r P 0: ð6Þ
Assume that there exists a viscoplastic potential, U, which is a func-
tion of the thermodynamic forces and governs the evolution of the
state variables, i.e.,
_vp ¼ @U
@r
; _a ¼  @U
@X
; _r ¼  @U
@R
: ð7Þ
Without loss of generality, let
f ¼ f r;X;Rð Þ ð8Þ
denote the yield function, and let
U ¼ U fð Þ and _k ¼ @U
@f
: ð9Þ
Eq. (7) can then be rewritten using the chain rule as
_vp ¼ _k @f
@r
; _a ¼  _k @f
@X
; _r ¼  _k @f
@R
; ð10Þ
where the speciﬁc forms of _k and f are to be determined.
Till now, some fundamentals of thermodynamics have been
briefed. In the next section, the viscoplasticity model will be
speciﬁed.
3. Viscoplasticity model
For notational convenience, let ~r ¼ r X. Without loss of gen-
erality, let f take the form of Hill’s yield function, i.e.,
f r;X;Rð Þ ¼ ~re  rY ; ð11Þ
where
~re ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
~r0 :H : ~r0
r
; ð12Þ
with ð Þ0 denoting the deviatoric part of the tensor and H denoting
the fourth-order anisotropy tensor, and rY denotes the current yield
stress and is related to R by
rY ¼ r0 þ R; ð13Þ
where r0 denotes the initial yield stress. Substituting Eq. (12) into
the modiﬁed viscoplastic work equivalence principle,
~r : _vp ¼ ~re _p; ð14Þ
gives the Hill equivalent viscoplastic strain rate as
_p ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
_vp :H1 : _vp
r
; ð15Þ
where H :H1 ¼ I with I denoting the fourth-order identity ten-
sor (Benzerga and Besson, 2001).H can be obtained from the R-val-ues, which characterize viscoplastic anisotropy and can be
measured from experiments (see Appendix A for more details).
It is beneﬁcial to ﬁnd the relation between _k and _p. Speciﬁcally,
substituting the ﬁrst equation of Eq. (10) into Eq. (14) gives
~r : _k
@f
@r
 
¼ ~re _p: ð16Þ
The explicit expression for @f=@r can be derived as (Benzerga and
Besson, 2001)
@f
@r
¼ @~re
@~r
¼ 1
2~re
@~r2e
@~r
¼ 1
2~re
3
2
2
@~r0
@~r
:H : ~r0
 
¼ 3
2~re
J :H : ~r0;
ð17Þ
where J denotes the fourth-order deviatoric projection operator
and takes the form of J ¼ I  13 I I with I denoting the second-
order identity tensor. Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) gives
~re _k ¼ ~re _p or _k ¼ _p: ð18Þ
Eq. (10), together with Eq. (11), implies that nonlinear kine-
matic hardening is inadmissible. This indicates that Eq. (10) places
too strict restrictions (Chaboche, 1997). To overcome this draw-
back, introduce a pseudo-potential g, which is related to f by
g ¼ f þ 3
4
c
C
X : Xþ R
2
2K
ð19Þ
with C and c being two constants accounting for nonlinear kine-
matic hardening and K being a constant accounting for isotropic
hardening, and rewrite Eq. (10) as
_vp ¼ _k @g
@r
; _a ¼  _k @g
@X
¼ _vp  3
2
c
C
X _k; ð20Þ
_r ¼  _k @g
@R
¼ 1 R
K
 
_k: ð200 Þ
Since @g=@r ¼ @f=@r, Eq. (18) remains valid here. Let qwvp take the
form of
qwvp ¼ 1
3
Ca : aþ 1
2
Knr2; ð21Þ
where n is another constant accounting for isotropic hardening.
Substituting Eq. (21) into the last two equations of Eq. (3) gives
X ¼ 2
3
Ca and R ¼ Knr: ð22Þ
Substituting the last two equations of Eq. (20) into the rate form of
Eq. (22) and noting that _k ¼ _p give
_X ¼ 2
3
C _vp  cX _p and _R ¼ K  Rð Þn _p; ð23Þ
which are the Chaboche hardening law (Chaboche, 1989) and the
rate form of the Voce hardening law (Voce, 1955), respectively. Note
that the second equation of Eq. (23) can be further integrated into
the Voce hardening law as
R ¼ K 1 exp npð Þ½ : ð24Þ
More details on the derivation in this paragraph can be found in
Besson et al. (2010).
The Perzyna model (Perzyna, 1966) suggests that
U ¼
1
g
rY
Nþ1
f
rY
 Nþ1
f > 0;
0 f 6 0
8<
: ð25Þ
or
_k ¼
1
g
f
rY
 N
f > 0;
0 f 6 0;
8<
: ð26Þ
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ity parameter. Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (20) fully speciﬁes the
viscoplasticity model.
Till now, the viscoplasticity model has been speciﬁed. In the
next section, an afﬁne formulation of the constitutive relations
for a constituent will be derived.
4. Afﬁne formulation of the constitutive relations
Suppose that all the variables at time tn are known. The task is
to ﬁnd the variables at time tnþ1 ¼ tn þ Dt, where D ð Þ denotes the
increment in a quantity over this time interval. This leads one to
derive the correspondence principal between Dr and D.
Note that Hooke’s law writes
r ¼ Ce : e; ð27Þ
where Ce denotes the fourth-order elasticity tensor. Substituting the
incremental form of Eq. (27) into the incremental form of Eq. (5)
gives
D ¼ De þ Dvp ¼ Ceð Þ1 : Drþ Dvp: ð28Þ
Eq. (28) leads one to ﬁrst derive the correspondence principal
between Dr and Dvp. Without loss of generality, let _vp, _p, and _X
be functions of r, p, and X, respectively, i.e.,
_vp tð Þ ¼ _vp r tð Þ; p tð Þ;X tð Þð Þ; _p tð Þ ¼ _p r tð Þ;p tð Þ;X tð Þð Þ; ð29Þ
_X tð Þ ¼ _X r tð Þ;p tð Þ;X tð Þð Þ: ð290 Þ
Following Doghri et al. (2010), let Dvp be related to _vp tnþ1ð Þ using
the backward Euler method by
Dvp ¼ _vp tnþ1ð ÞDt; ð30Þ
and let the evolution of _vp, _p, and _X be governed by
_vp tnþ1ð Þ ¼ _vp tnð Þ þK tnþ1ð Þ : Drþ L tnþ1ð ÞDpþM tnþ1ð Þ : DX;
ð31Þ
_p tnþ1ð Þ ¼ _p tnð Þ þ N tnþ1ð Þ : Drþ P tnþ1ð ÞDpþ Q tnþ1ð Þ : DX; ð310 Þ
_X tnþ1ð Þ ¼ _X tnð Þ þR tnþ1ð Þ : Drþ S tnþ1ð ÞDpþ T tnþ1ð Þ : DX; ð3100 Þ
where
K ¼ @ _
vp
@r
; L ¼ @ _
vp
@p
; M ¼ @ _
vp
@X
; ð32Þ
N ¼ @ _p
@r
; P ¼ @ _p
@p
; Q ¼ @ _p
@X
; ð320 Þ
R ¼ @
_X
@r
; S ¼ @
_X
@p
; T ¼ @
_X
@X
ð3200 Þ
with K, M, R, and T being fourth-order tensors, L, N, Q , and S
being second-order tensors, and P being a scalar (see Appendix B
for more details on the derivation of the explicit expressions for
these partial derivatives). Also let Dp and DX be related to _p and
_X using the backward Euler method by
Dp ¼ _p tnþ1ð ÞDt and DX ¼ _X tnþ1ð ÞDt; ð33Þ
respectively. Substituting Eq. (33) into the last two equations of Eq.
(31) and rearranging the equations gives
A11 _p tnþ1ð Þ þ A12 : _X tnþ1ð Þ ¼ B1; ð34Þ
A21 _p tnþ1ð Þ þA22 : _X tnþ1ð Þ ¼ B2; ð340 Þwhere
A11 ¼ 1 P tnþ1ð ÞDt; A12 ¼ Q tnþ1ð ÞDt; ð35Þ
A21 ¼ S tnþ1ð ÞDt; A22 ¼ I  T tnþ1ð ÞDt; ð350 Þ
B1 ¼ _p tnð Þ þ N tnþ1ð Þ : Dr; B2 ¼ _X tnð Þ þR tnþ1ð Þ : Dr: ð3500 Þ
Rearranging the second equation of Eq. (34) gives
_X tnþ1ð Þ ¼ A122 : B2  A21 _p tnþ1ð Þ½ : ð36Þ
Substituting Eq. (36) into the ﬁrst equation of Eq. (34) and rearrang-
ing the equation give
_p tnþ1ð Þ ¼ B1  A12 :A
1
22 : B2
A11  A12 : A122 : A21
: ð37Þ
Substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (36) gives
_X tnþ1ð Þ ¼ A122 : B2 
B1  A12 : A122 : B2
A11  A12 : A122 : A21
A21
 !
: ð38Þ
Substituting Eqs. (37) and (38) into Eq. (33), substituting the equa-
tion into the ﬁrst equation of Eq. (31), and rearranging the equation
give
_vp tnþ1ð Þ ¼ _~ tnþ1ð Þ þ ~C1 tnþ1ð Þ : Dr; ð39Þ
where
_~ tnþ1ð Þ¼ _vp tnð ÞþM tnþ1ð Þ :A122 : _X tnð ÞDt
þ _p tnð ÞA12 :A
1
22 :
_X tnð Þ
A11A12 :A122 :A21
L tnþ1ð ÞM tnþ1ð Þ :A122 :A21
h i
Dt ð40Þ
and
~C1 tnþ1ð Þ¼K tnþ1ð ÞþM tnþ1ð Þ :A122 :R tnþ1ð ÞDt
þ
L tnþ1ð ÞM tnþ1ð Þ :A122 :A21
h i
 N tnþ1ð ÞA12 :A122 :R tnþ1ð Þ
h i
A11A12 :A122 :A21
Dt:
ð41Þ
Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (30) gives
Dvp ¼ D~þ ~C1 tnþ1ð ÞDt
 
: Dr; ð42Þ
where D~ ¼ _~ tnþ1ð ÞDt. Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (28) gives
D ¼ De þ Dvp ¼ Ceð Þ1 : Drþ D~þ ~C1 tnþ1ð ÞDt
 
: Dr: ð43Þ
Rearranging Eq. (43) gives an afﬁne formulation of the constitutive
relations for the constituent as
D D~ ¼ Ceð Þ1 þ ~C1 tnþ1ð ÞDt
h i
: Dr ð44Þ
or
Dr ¼ Cevp tnþ1ð Þ : D D~ð Þ; ð45Þ
where Cevp denotes the fourth-order afﬁne instantaneous elasto-
viscoplastic stiffness tensor and is given by
Cevp tnþ1ð Þ ¼ Ceð Þ1 þ ~C1 tnþ1ð ÞDt
h i1
: ð46Þ
Till now, an afﬁne formulation of the constitutive relations has
been derived. In the next section, the weak form of the problemwill
be derived.
5. Weak form
Introduce global coordinates x ¼ x1; x2; x3ð Þ describing the mac-
roscopic structure and local coordinates y ¼ y1; y2; y3ð Þ describing
the UC, and let y be related to x by (Berdichevsky, 2009)
y ¼ x=; ð47Þ
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1. The UC is in a state of static equilibrium.
2. The global and local variables are known.
3. Periodic boundary conditions are satisﬁed.
Also note that the rate of a quantity can be converted to its incre-
ment by multiplying it by Dt. The task hereby becomes solving for
the exact velocity vector within the UC, _ui, at tnþ1.
_ui must have its volume average over the UC, say _v i, such that
the heterogeneous material can be homogenized (Yu and Tang,
2007a). By deﬁnition, _v i is related to _ui by
_v i ¼ 1X
Z
X
_uidV  _uih i; ð48Þ
where X denotes the domain occupied by the UC (with boundary
@X) and also its volume, and h i denotes the volume average of a
quantity over X. _ui can be decomposed into _v i and a ﬂuctuation
function, vi, i.e., (Berdichevsky, 2009)
_ui y;xð Þ ¼ _v i xð Þ þ vi y;xð Þ; ð49Þ
where vi is a periodic function of y and may also depend on x, and
vi should be asymptotically smaller than _v i. Eqs. (48) and (49)
imply that
vi
	 
 ¼ 0: ð50Þ
In fact, although vi negligibly affects _ui, it can signiﬁcantly affect
the derivatives of _ui. Speciﬁcally,
@ _ui
@xj
¼ 1

@ _ui
@yj

x¼const
þ @ _ui
@xj

y¼const
¼ @ _v i
@xj
þ @vi
@yj
þ  @vi
@xj
; ð51Þ
where @vi=@xj is a high-order term and can be omitted. Note that,
by deﬁnition,
_ij ¼ 12
@ _ui
@xj
þ @ _uj
@xi
 
: ð52Þ
Let
_ij ¼ 12
@ _v i
@xj
þ @ _v j
@xi
 
and v ijjð Þ ¼
1
2
@vi
@yj
þ @vj
@yi
 !
; ð53Þ
where _ij actually denotes the global strain rate tenor. Combining
Eqs. (49), (52), and (53) gives
_ij ¼ _ij þ v ijjð Þ: ð54Þ
The strong form of the problem can be formulated as seeking vi
satisfying
_rij;j ¼ 0 in X ð55Þ
subject to constraint Eq. (50) and periodic boundary conditions
vi yð Þ ¼ vi y þ lð Þ and _rijnj
 
yð Þ ¼  _rijnj
 
y þ lð Þ on @X; ð56Þ
where l denotes the periodicity vector of the UC, and ni denotes the
unit normal vector. Let dvi denote the virtual ﬂuctuation function
being arbitrary in X and satisfying periodic boundary conditions
dvi yð Þ ¼ dvi y þ lð Þ on @X: ð57Þ
The rate form of the principle of virtual work can be expressed in
terms of dvi as
dPX ¼  1X
Z
X
_rij;jdvidV ¼
1
X
Z
X
_rijdv ijjð ÞdV 
1
X
Z
X
_rijnjdvidS ¼ 0:
ð58Þ
Substituting Eq. (57) and the second equation of Eq. (56) into Eq.
(58) givesdPX ¼ 1X
Z
X
_rijdv ijjð ÞdV ¼ 0: ð59Þ
The weak form of the problem can then be formulated as seeking vi
satisfying Eq. (59) subject to constraint Eq. (50) and periodic bound-
ary conditions
vi yð Þ ¼ vi y þ lð Þ on @X: ð60Þ
Substituting Eq. (54) into the rate form of Eq. (45) gives
_rij ¼ Cevpijkl _kl þ v kjlð Þ  _~kl
h i
: ð61Þ
Substituting Eq. (61) into Eq. (59) gives
dPX ¼ 1X
Z
X
dv ijjð ÞCevpijkl _kl þ v kjlð Þ  _~kl
h i
dV ¼ 0: ð62Þ
Eq. (62) implies that, once _ij and Cevpijkl are speciﬁed, vi can be
uniquely determined.
It is beneﬁcial to also relate the local stress and strain rate ten-
sors to the global ones. Speciﬁcally, _rij _ij
	 

can be expressed as
1
X
Z
X
_rij _ijdV ¼ 1X
Z
X
_rij _ijdV þ 1X
Z
X
_rijv ijjð ÞdV : ð63Þ
Eq. (63), together with Eq. (59), implies that
1
X
Z
X
_rij _ijdV ¼ 1X
Z
X
_rij _ijdV ¼ _ij 1X
Z
X
_rijdV
 
 _rij _ij; ð64Þ
In fact, Eq. (64) is a variation of the Hill–Mandel lemma.
Till now, the weak form of the problem has been derived. In the
next section, it will be discretized using ﬁnite elements such that
the ﬂuctuation functions can be determined.
6. Finite element implementation
Introduce the following matrix notations:
_ ¼ _11 2 _12 _22 2 _13 2 _23 _33
 T
; ð65Þ
@v1
@y1
@v1
@y2
þ @v2
@y1
@v2
@y2
@v1
@y3
þ @v3
@y1
@v2
@y3
þ @v3
@y2
@v3
@y3
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
¼
@
@y1
0 0
@
@y2
@
@y1
0
0 @
@y2
0
@
@y3
0 @
@y1
0 @
@y3
@
@y2
0 0 @
@y3
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
v1
v2
v3
8><
>:
9>=
>;  Chv; ð65 0gÞ
where Ch denotes an operator matrix, and v denotes a column
matrix containing the three components of the ﬂuctuation func-
tions. Let v be discretized using ﬁnite elements as
v yi; xið Þ ¼ S yið ÞX xið Þ; ð66Þ
where S denotes the shape functions, and X denotes a column
matrix of the nodal values of the ﬂuctuation functions at all the
active nodes. The discretized version of Eq. (62) can then be
obtained as
dPX ¼ 1X dX
T DhhXþ Dh _ _rh
 
¼ 0; ð67Þ
where
Dhh ¼
Z
X
ChSð ÞTD ChSð ÞdV ; Dh ¼
Z
X
ChSð ÞTDdV ; ð68Þ
_rh ¼
Z
X
ChSð ÞTD _~dV ð680 Þ
Fig. 1. Code structure.
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from Cevpijkl . In Eq. (67), equality holds only if
DhhX ¼ Dh _þ _rh or X ¼ X0 _þ X1; ð69Þ
where
DhhX0 ¼ Dh and DhhX1 ¼ _rh: ð70Þ
Eq. (69) implies that X is linearly dependent on _. In addition,
Eq. (64) can be rewritten as
_ij _rij ¼ 1X
Z
X
_ij _rijdV ¼ 1X
Z
X
_ijCevpijkl _kl þ v kjlð Þ  _~kl
h i
dV : ð71Þ
The discretized version of Eq. (71) can be obtained as
_T _r ¼ 1
X
_TDhXþ _TD _ _T _r
 
¼ 1
X
_T DhX0 þ Dð Þ _þ DhX1  _r
h i
 _T D _þ 1
X
DhX1  _rð Þ
 
; ð72Þ
where _r denotes the global stress rate column matrix, and
Dh ¼
Z
X
D ChSð ÞdV ; D ¼
Z
X
DdV ; _r ¼
Z
X
D _~dV : ð73Þ
The rate form of the global constitutive relations can then be
obtained from Eq. (72) as
_r ¼ D _þ 1
X
DhX1  _rð Þ; ð74Þ
where D denotes the afﬁne instantaneous effective stiffness matrix.
Once _; _r, or a suitable combination of the components of _ and _r is
speciﬁed, the global response of the UC can be fully determined
using Eq. (74). In addition, the real value of X0, say X0, can be
obtained by modifying X0 such that v satisﬁes Eqs. (50) and (60).
Once _ and X0 are speciﬁed, the local ﬁelds can be fully recovered.
Speciﬁcally, the local strain rates can be recovered as
_ ¼ _þ ChS X0 _þ X1
 
; ð75Þ
where _ denotes the local strain rate column matrix, and X1 is
obtained similarly to X0. The local stress rates can be recovered
from the local strain rates as
_r ¼ D _ _~
 
: ð76Þ
Till now, the ﬂuctuation functions can be determined. In the
next section, the code structure will be presented.7. Code structure
VAMUCH employs the second-order implicit Runge–Kutta
method as its time integration method (see Fig. 1 for its code struc-
ture). It starts with reading the ﬁnite element model and initializ-
ing the global and local variables. After this, it will perform the
following steps within each load increment:
1. Compute the effective material properties and the ﬂuctuation
functions.
2. Impose the global stress/strain increments.
3. Recover the local ﬁelds.
4. Update the global and local variables.
5. Continue to the next increment if needed.
At last, it will output the results as needed.VAMUCH uses the Gaussian quadrature to compute the element
stiffness matrices. The corresponding algorithm is described as
follows:
1. Read the data associated with an integration point.
2. Check whether the constituent is elasto-viscoplastic.
3. If yes, check whether f > 0.
4. If yes, compute the stiffness matrix using Eq. (46) and return it.
5. If either of the two criteria is not met, return the elastic stiffness
matrix.
Especially, if f > 0, VAMUCHwill update the corresponding p and X
during the recovery.8. Validation examples
In this section, the new features of VAMUCH will be validated
with examples such as homogenizing binary, ﬁber-reinforced,
and particle-reinforced composites. For validation purposes, the
results obtained using VAMUCH will be compared with those
obtained using ANSYS.
8.1. Fiber-reinforced composite
First consider a ﬁber-reinforced composite consisting of an elas-
to-viscoplastic aluminum matrix and numerous cylindrical, elastic
SiC ﬁbers arranged in a square array with the volume fraction of
ﬁbers being 10%. With loss of generality, let aluminum exhibit
combined isotropic–kinematic hardening (see Eqs. (23)–(25)).
Following Li and Weng (1998), Doghri et al. (2010) and Zhao and
Lee (2001), let the material parameters of SiC and aluminum take
the values listed in Table 1, where E and m denote Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. Let the UC of this composite con-
sist of a square matrix and a circular ﬁber located at its center.
Recall that yi denotes the local coordinates describing the UC with
its origin located at the geometric center of the UC (see Section 5).
Here let the y1-axis be parallel to the ﬁber direction, and let the
Table 1
Material parameters of SiC and aluminum.
(a) Elastic constants
E GPað Þ m
SiC 490 0.17
Aluminum 70 0.33
(b) Viscoplastic material parameters of aluminum
r0 MPað Þ K MPað Þ n g sð Þ m C MPað Þ c
60 40 54.9 2:27 105 4.61 7019 118.6
Fig. 2. Stress–strain hysteresis loops of a ﬁber-reinforced composite undergoing
uniaxial extension.
Fig. 3. Stress–strain hysteresis loops of a ﬁber-reinforced composite undergoing
equal biaxial extension in the y2- and y3-directions.
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UC, respectively.
In VAMUCH, a 2D UC is meshed using 4-node quadrilateral ele-
ments having 3 degrees of freedom (DOFs) at each node, and the
meshed UC consists of 1216 elements. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are applied using the master–slave elimination method. In
ANSYS, a 3D UC is meshed using 8-node hexahedra elements
(SOLID185), and the meshed UC consists of 2432 elements. For val-
idation purposes, the UC is set to undergo uniaxial or biaxial exten-
sion in which cases periodic boundary conditions becomes
homogeneous ones. Both ﬁnite element models are found to be
capable of producing converged results.Fig. 2 shows the stress–strain hysteresis loops of the composite
undergoing uniaxial extension in the y1- and y2-directions, respec-
tively. For illustration purposes, let the loading path in each exam-
ple consist of the following steps:
1. Initial loading: the major strain(s) is increased from 0 to 0:01.
2. Initial unloading: the major strain(s) is decreased from 0:01 to
0.
3. Reverse loading: the major strain(s) is decreased from 0:0 to
0:01.
4. Reverse unloading: the major strain(s) is increased from 0:01
to 0.
It can be seen that the composite exhibits an approximately bilin-
ear stress-strain relationship when loaded in the y1-direction and a
highly nonlinear one when loaded in the y2-direction. This can be
understood by investigating the stress distribution in the matrix.
Speciﬁcally, in Fig. 2(a), the stress distribution in the matrix
remains approximately uniform during continued deformation,
causing yielding to simultaneously occur at different locations in
the matrix; in Fig. 2(b), it remains highly nonuniform, causing
yielding to subsequently occur. In addition, in Fig. 2, the composite
becomes stiffer as the major strain rate increases. This agrees with
the theory of viscoplasticity. At last, in Fig. 2, the results obtained
using VAMUCH perfectly agree with those obtained using ANSYS.
In fact, VAMUCH can generate the same predictions using 2D and
3D UCs, while ANSYS has to use a 3D UC to handle the out-of-plane
loads and displacements. All these indicate that VAMUCH is capa-
ble of homogenizing ﬁber-reinforced composites using 2D UCs and
handling complex loading paths.
Fig. 3 shows the stress–strain hysteresis loops of the composite
undergoing equal biaxial extension in the y2- and y3-directions. It
can be seen that the stress–strain relationships here are similar
to those in Fig. 2(a). Therefore, the discussion for Fig. 2(a) holds
here. In addition, in Fig. 3, the results obtained using VAMUCH per-
fectly agree with those obtained using ANSYS. This indicates that
VAMUCH is capable of handling complex loading conditions.
Next let aluminum exhibit viscoplastic transverse isotropy in
the y2-y3 plane here, and allow its Ri’s to take three sets of values
listed in Table 2 for three cases (see Appendix A for more details).
For validation purposes, let aluminum exhibit no kinematic hard-
ening here such that ANSYS can handle the material model.
Fig. 4 shows the stress–strain hysteresis loops of the
composite undergoing uniaxial extension in the y2-direction,
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some calculation:
1. All three sets of the values yield the same yield stress in the
y1-direction.
2. The set of values with the lowest value of R3 yields the lowest
yield stress in the y2- (or y3-) direction and vice versa.
Accordingly, in Fig. 4, as R3 increases, the composite becomes more
ﬂexible. In addition, in Fig. 4, the results obtained using VAMUCH
perfectly agree with those obtained using ANSYS. This indicates
that VAMUCH is capable of handling complex material models.Fig. 4. Stress–strain hysteresis loops of a ﬁber-reinforced composite with a
viscoplastically anisotropic matrix undergoing uniaxial extension in the
y2-direction.8.2. Binary composite
Next consider a binary composite consisting of a SiC constituent
and an aluminum constituent with their volume fractions being
10% and 90%, respectively. Let the material parameters of SiC and
aluminum take the values listed in Table 1. Let the UC of this
composite be a line segment consisting of two connecting sub-line
segments. Here let the y1-axis be parallel to the line segment
representing the UC.
In VAMUCH, a 1D UC is meshed using 2-node line elements hav-
ing 3 DOFs at each node, and the meshed UC consists of 2 elements.
In ANSYS, a 3D UC is meshed using SOLID185, and the meshed UC
consists of 64 elements. Both ﬁnite element models are found to be
capable of producing converged results.
Fig. 5 shows the stress–strain hysteresis loops of the composite
undergoing uniaxial extension in the y1- and y2-directions, . It can
be seen that the stress–strain relationships here are similar to those
in Fig. 2(a). Therefore, the discussion for Fig. 2(a) holds here. In addi-
tion, in Fig. 5, the results obtained using VAMUCH perfectly agree
with those obtained using ANSYS. This indicates that VAMUCH is
capable of homogenizing binary composites using 1D UCs.8.3. Particle-reinforced composite
Last consider a particle-reinforced composite consisting of an
aluminum matrix and numerous spherical SiC particles arranged
in a cubic array with the volume fraction of particles being 10%.
Let the material parameters of SiC and aluminum take the values
listed in Table 1. Let the UC of this composite consist of a cubic
matrix and a spherical particle located at its center. Here let the
y1-, y2-, and y3-axes be parallel to the length, width, and height
directions of the UC, respectively.
In VAMUCH and ANSYS, the same UC is meshed using 8-node
hexahedra elements having 3 DOFs at each node, and the meshed
UC consists of 1512 elements. Both ﬁnite element models are
found to be capable of producing converged results.
Fig. 6 shows the stress–strain hysteresis loops of the composite
undergoing uniaxial extension in the y1-direction. It can be seen
that the stress–strain relationships here are similar to those in
Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the discussion for Fig. 2(b) holds here. In addi-
tion, in Fig. 6, the results obtained using VAMUCH agree well with
those obtained using ANSYS. This indicates that VAMUCH is
capable of homogenizing heterogeneous materials of 3D heteroge-
neity such as particle-reinforced composites.Table 2
Ri’s for different cases.
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
1 1 1 0.5 1 0.5 2
2 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 2 1 2 0.5 Fig. 5. Stress–strain hysteresis loops of a binary composite undergoing uniaxial
extension.
Fig. 6. Stress–strain hysteresis loops of a particle-reinforced composite undergoing
uniaxial extension in the y1-direction.
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VAMUCH has emerged as a general-purpose micromechanics
code capable of predicting the effective properties of heteroge-
neous materials and recovering the local ﬁelds. In this paper, a
micromechanics approach is proposed to enable VAMUCH to
homogenize elasto-viscoplastic heterogeneous materials. An
afﬁne formulation of the constitutive relations for an elasto-visco-
plastic constituent, which exhibits viscoplastic anisotropy and
combined isotropic–kinematic hardening, is derived. The weak
form of the problem is derived using an asymptotic method, dis-
cretized using ﬁnite elements, and implemented into VAMUCH.
The new features of VAMUCH are validated with examples such
as homogenizing binary, ﬁber-reinforced, and particle-reinforced
composites. VAMUCH is found to be capable of handling various
microstructure, complex material models, complex loading condi-
tions, and complex loading paths. It provides a versatile and
convenient tool allowing scientists and engineers to accurately
and efﬁciently homogenize elasto-viscoplastic heterogeneous
materials. More sophisticated material models can be
implemented into it.
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Appendix A. Viscoplastic anisotropy parameters
The R-value is widely used to characterize the viscoplastic
anisotropy of rolled sheet metals and can be measured from a ser-
ies of uniaxial tensile tests. Speciﬁcally, when a tensile specimen
cut from a sheet is stretched, its R-value is deﬁned as the ratio of
the viscoplastic strain in the width direction to that in the thick-
ness direction, i.e.,
R ¼ W
T
: ðA:1Þ
In general, the R-value varies with the cut angle with respect to the
rolling direction of the sheet, a. In this case, an averaged R-value is
often adopted. It is deﬁned asR ¼ R0 þ 2R45 þ R90
4
; ðA:2Þ
where Ra denotes the R-value obtained from a tensile specimen of
cut angle a.
Benzerga and Besson (2001) enriched the concept of the R-value
by introducing six strain rate ratios, Rij, which are capable of fully
characterizing the viscoplastic anisotropy of a 3D structure. Simi-
larly to the R-value, each of these ratios can be measured from
either a uniaxial tensile test or a simple shear test. Speciﬁcally,
introduce Cartesian coordinates x ¼ x1; x2; x3ð Þ with its three axes
parallel to the orthotropic axes of the constituent. These ratios
can then be deﬁned as
R11 ¼
_22
_33
; R12 ¼
_12
_33
; R22 ¼
_33
_11
; ðA:3Þ
R13 ¼
_13
_22
; R23 ¼
_23
_11
; R33 ¼
_11
_22
: ðA:30 Þ
Rij can be written in the Voigt notation as
R1 ¼ R11; R2 ¼ R12; R3 ¼ R22; ðA:4Þ
R4 ¼ R13; R5 ¼ R23; R6 ¼ R33: ðA:40 Þ
It can be obtained from Eq. (A.3) that R6 ¼ 1=R1R3. This implies that
only ﬁve out of the six Ri’s are independent.
Hijkl can be written in the Voigt notation as Hij. The diagonal
components of Hij can be related to Ri by (Benzerga and Besson,
2001)
H11 ¼ 23
R1R3  2R1  2
R1 þ 1 ;
H22
H11
¼ 1
2
2R2 þ 1ð Þ R1R3 þ 1ð Þ
R1R3  2R1  2 ; ðA:5Þ
H33
H11
¼ 1 3 R1R3  1ð Þ
R1R3  2R1  2 ;
H44
H11
¼ 1
2
2R4 þ 1ð Þ R3 þ 1ð ÞR1
R1R3  2R1  2 ; ðA:5
0 Þ
H55
H11
¼ 1
2
2R5 þ 1ð Þ R1 þ 1ð Þ
R1R3  2R1  2 ;
H66
H11
¼ 1 3R1 R3  1ð Þ
R1R3  2R1  2 ; ðA:5
00 Þ
while the off-diagonal components vanish. More details on H can
be found in Benzerga and Besson (2001), Appendix A.
A special case of viscoplastic anisotropy is viscoplastic trans-
verse isotropy, in which case there exists a plane of viscoplastic
isotropy. Without loss of generality, let the x2  x3 plane be the
plane of viscoplastic isotropy. Ri can then be expressed as
R3 ¼ R5 ¼ 1R6 ¼ R and R2 ¼ R4 ¼ R
0; ðA:6Þ
where R and R0 can be measured from a uniaxial tensile test and a
simple shear test, respectively. Substituting Eq. (A.6) into Eq. (A.5)
and rearranging the equations give
H11 ¼ 13 4 Rð Þ; H22 ¼ H44 ¼
1
6
Rþ 1ð Þ 2R0 þ 1 ; ðA:7Þ
H33 ¼ H55 ¼ H66 ¼ 13 2Rþ 1ð Þ: ðA:7
0 ÞAppendix B. Partial derivatives
Recall that the partial derivatives whose explicit expressions are
to be derived are
K ¼ @ _
vp
@r
; L ¼ @ _
vp
@p
; M ¼ @ _
vp
@X
; ðB:1Þ
N ¼ @ _p
@r
; P ¼ @ _p
@p
; Q ¼ @ _p
@X
; ðB:10 Þ
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_X
@r
; S ¼ @
_X
@p
; T ¼ @
_X
@X
: ðB:100 Þ
Let K; L, and M be the ﬁrst set of partial derivatives of interest.
Recall that
@f
@r
¼ @g
@r
¼ @~re
@~r
¼ 3
2~re
J :H : ~r0: ðB:2Þ
In addition, Eq. (12) indicates that ~re ¼ ~re ~rð Þ. Also recall that
~r ¼ r X. It can then be obtained using the chain rule that
@~re
@r
¼ @~re
@~r
:
@~r
@r
¼ @~re
@~r
: I ¼ @~re
@~r
; ðB:3Þ
@~re
@X
¼ @~re
@~r
:
@~r
@X
¼ @~re
@~r
: Ið Þ ¼  @~re
@~r
: ðB:30 Þ
Recall that, when f > 0; _k is given by
_k ¼ 1
g
f
rY
 N
¼ 1
g
~re
rY
 1
 N
: ðB:4Þ
The ﬁrst equation of Eq. (20), together with Eqs. (B.2) and (B.4),
implies that _vp ¼ _vp ~r;pð Þ. Similarly to Eq. (B.3), one obtains
@ _vp
@~r
¼ @ _
vp
@r
¼  @ _
vp
@X
or M ¼ K: ðB:5Þ
By deﬁnition, K can be expressed as
K ¼ @ _
vp
@~r
¼ @
@~r
_k
@g
@r
 
¼ @
_k
@~r
 @~re
@~r
þ _k @
@~r
@~re
@~r
 " #
; ðB:6Þ
where
@ _k
@~r
¼ N
g
~re
rY
 1
 N1
@
@~r
~re
rY
 1
 
¼ N
grY
~re
rY
 1
 N1
@~re
@~r
; ðB:7Þ
and
@
@~r
@~re
@~r
 
¼ @
@~r
3
2~re
J :H : ~r0
 
¼ 3
2
@
@~r
1
~re
 
J :H
¼ ~r0 þ 3
2~re
J :H :
@~r0
@~r
¼ 3
2
 1
~r2e
@~re
@~r
 
J :H
¼ ~r0 þ 3
2~re
J :H : J ¼  1
~re
@~re
@~r
 @~re
@~r
þ 3
2~re
J
¼H : J : ðB:8Þ
Substituting Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8) into Eq. (B.6) and rearranging the
equation give
K ¼ @ _
vp
@~r
¼ 1
g
~re
rY
 1
 N1
 N  1rY þ
1
~re
 
@~re
@~r
 @~re
@~r
þ 3
2
1
rY
 1
~re
 
J :H : J
 
: ðB:9Þ
Similarly to K, L can be expressed as
L ¼ @ _
vp
@p
¼ @
@p
_k
@g
@r
 
¼ @
_k
@p
@~re
@~r
; ðB:10Þ
where
@ _k
@p
¼ N
g
~re
rY
 1
 N1
@
@p
~re
rY
 1
 
¼ N
g
~re
r2Y
~re
rY
 1
 N1 dR
dp
: ðB:11Þ
Substituting Eq. (B.11) into Eq. (B.10) and rearranging the equation
giveL ¼ @ _
vp
@p
¼ N
g
~re
r2Y
~re
rY
 1
 N1 dR
dp
@~re
@~r
: ðB:12Þ
Let N, P, and Q be the next set of partial derivatives of interest.
Recall that _p ¼ _k. This, together with Eq. (B.4), implies that
_p ¼ _p ~r; pð Þ. Similarly to Eq. (B.3), one obtains
@ _p
@~r
¼ @ _p
@r
¼  @ _p
@X
or Q ¼ N: ðB:13Þ
By deﬁnition, N and P can be expressed as
N ¼ @ _p
@~r
¼ @
_k
@~r
¼ N
grY
~re
rY
 1
 N1
@~re
@~r
ðB:14Þ
and
P ¼ @ _p
@p
¼ @
_k
@p
¼ N
g
~re
r2Y
~re
rY
 1
 N1 dR
dp
; ðB:15Þ
respectively.
Now the remaining partial derivatives are R, S, and T . Recall
that
_X ¼ 2
3
C _vp  cX _p: ðB:16Þ
Substituting Eq. (B.16) into the last three equations of Eq. (B.1) gives
R ¼ @
_X
@r
¼ 2
3
C
@ _vp
@r
 c @ _p
@r
 X ¼ 2
3
CK cN X; ðB:17Þ
S ¼ @
_X
@p
¼ 2
3
C
@ _vp
@p
 c @ _p
@p
X ¼ 2
3
CL  cPX; ðB:170 Þ
T ¼ @
_X
@X
¼ 2
3
C
@ _vp
@X
 c @ _p
@X
 Xþ _p @X
@X
 
¼  2
3
C
@ _vp
@r
 c @ _p
@r
 X
 
 c _pI ¼ R c _pI : ðB:1700 Þ
Note that, in Eq. (B.17), T – R because _X ¼ _X r;X;pð Þ– _X ~r; pð Þ.
Till now, the explicit expressions for all the partial derivatives in
Eq. (B.1) (or Eq. (32)) have been derived.
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